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panda futura 5TM

The Panda Futura size 5 is a comfortable supportive 
seat for larger children and teenagers. The seat is 
available in two versions; Standard and Active which 
provide the required comfort, support and freedom 
of movement.
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panda futura 5TM

The Panda Futura size 5 is a comfortable supportive 
seat for larger children and teenagers. The seat is 
available in two versions; Standard and Active which 
provide the required comfort, support and freedom 
of movement.

The back of the seat unit can be adjusted 
independently of the seat. The pivotal point of recline 
is anatomically correct, being in line with the hip joint. 
The back angles from -5° to 30°. 
 
The Panda Futura size 5 can be mounted on the 
Combi Frame:x, Strong Base, High-low:x indoor and 
outdoor frames depending on the use of the seat. 
The seat is supplemented with and prepared for 
many optional accessories to fulfill the needs of the 
individual user. 
 
The Panda Futura seat complies with ISO 16840-4.

35 cm 43 cm 59 cm max.85 kg

Easy change - active to standard

Mount separate sideplates and cushions and the seat is easily transformed 
into the standard model. Sideplates and side cushions are accessories

Comfortable cushions

The cushions are carefully moulded to achieve optimum comfort when 
seated. The cover is available in black Gemma or black Mesh

Angle adjustable back

Activate the handle on the back  to carry out a smooth and stepless angle 
adjustment of the back

Prepared for various accessories

The seat is prepared for mounting of e.g. armrests. Several fixlocks and slots 
in the back and seat ensure easy mounting of other accessories
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Models
Available as Standard for more comfort and as Active for more freedom of movement in the trunk

Standard Active

Cover
Available in black Gemma and black Mesh

Gemma = 60 Mesh = 85

Combi frame:x
The Panda Futura 5 seat fits on the Combi Frame:x size 4. Max load, seat on 
Combi = 83 kg

Strong Base
The Panda Futura 5 seat fits on the Strong Base. Max load, seat on Strong 
Base = 103 kg

High-low:x frames
Available with hydraulic, gas or power height adjustment

Indoor frames Max 
load, seat on High-
low:x 2 = 43 kg 
Max load, seat on 
High-low:x 3 = 83 kg
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Measurements

Panda Futura 5 active Panda Futura 5 standard

Max. user weight in transportation 85 kg (187 lb) 85 kg (187 lb)

Back height (C) 59 cm (23”) 59 cm (23”)

Max. user weight / load 85 kg (187 lb) 85 kg (187 lb)

Seat depth (B) 43 cm (16¾”) 43 cm (16¾”)

Underrubrik cm cm
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Measurements

Panda Futura 5
Active

Panda Futura 5
Standard

Seat width (A) 35 cm (13½”) 35 cm (13½”)

Seat depth (B) 43 cm (16¾”) 43 cm (16¾”)

Back height (C) 59 cm (23”) 59 cm (23”)

Back width, top (F2) 35 cm (13½”) 38 cm (15”)

Back width, below (F1) 32 cm (12½”) 27 cm (15½”)

Arm rest height above seat cushion 17-35 cm (6½-13½”) 17-35 cm (6½-13½”)

Total width (G) 56 cm (22”) 56 cm (22”)

Total length (H) 56 cm (22”) 56 cm (22”)

Total height (I) 67 cm (26”) 67 cm (26”)

Weight 15 kg (33 lb) 15 kg (33 lb)

Back angle -5° à 30° -5° à 30°

Max load / User weight 85 kg (187 lb) 85 kg (187 lb)

Max load / User weight at transportation in vehicles 85 kg (187 lb) 85 kg (187 lb)
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Head supports
99xxxxx-xx

For correct position and support

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Back extension
89658-xxxx

Supports the upper back

Size Measurements

one H:9 cm

Back sides with 
cushions
89811-5xx

To change the seat from active 

to standard

Size Measurements

One W:15 x H:29 cm

Vest and belts
89113-x

For added support in a variety of 

possibilities

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Fixed side support
8910401-4

For additional support, 

adjustable in height and width

Size Measurements

One W:16 x H:9 cm

Swing-away side 
support
83xxx-xxx

For additional support

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Arm rest
89619-x

Adjustable in height and angle

Size Measurements

1 W:8 x L:29 x H:27½ cm

2 W:8 x L:37 x H:27½ cm

Seat extension
89642-xxx

Extends the seat depth

Size Measurements

One D: 9 cm

Tray
8910725-5

See the Accessories section at 

the back of the catalogue, for 

further information on options 

and measurements

Pommel
89930-5

Prevents the user’s legs from 

adducting

Size Measurements

One W:9½ x H:9 x D:15 cm

ACCESSORIES
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